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Summary

This document deals with the definition of a mechanism for identifying and marking the results of a query. A query in ReDSeeDS includes requirements stemming from a current project (a current software case). These requirements are compared to the requirements of past software cases stored in a repository. In order to enable such a comparison, a mapping between the requirements of the two software cases is defined. On the basis of this mapping, approaches for visualising the differences between the requirements are described, enabling the ReDSeeDS user to select a set of requirements for reuse.

The selected requirements serve as starting point for the computation of a so-called partial software case containing those elements of a past software case’s architecture, design and code which are related to the requirements and thus eligible for reuse, too. In this document, approaches for the computation of past software cases as well as for their visualisation are presented.

Note that the title of this document, Software Case Marking Language Definition, stems from the ReDSeeDS project contract’s annex “description of work”. In fact, the title can be misleading, for this document does not define a language, but rather a coherent concept for identifying and marking the results of a query serving as foundation for the development of the ReDSeeDS engine which is to be developed in workpackage 5 of the ReDSeeDS project.
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Chapter 1

Scope, conventions and guidelines

1.1 Document scope

This document provides an overview of the solution marking mechanism used to identify and visualise those parts of a past software case which are reusable in the current case. To this end, it is described how to employ the similarity measures introduced in ReDSeeDS deliverable D4.2 [WKB+07] to create a mapping between requirements of the current and a past software case. Based on the similar, thus reusable requirements of the past software case, it is then possible to retrieve related parts of the case’s architecture, design and code. This activity is pursued on the basis of traceability information manifesting the relations between the mentioned parts.

Once the potentially reusable parts of a software case have been retrieved, they have to be displayed to the user, including a visualisation of the similarity mapping between the requirement specifications. This document presents different techniques in order to accomplish this task.

1.2 Conventions

The following notation conventions are used throughout this document:

- *Italics font* is used for emphasised text, e.g. *Web Ontology Language*.
- *Sans-serif font* is used for names of model elements such as classes, attributes and associations, e.g. Requirement.
• Package names are separated from class names by two colons ("::"). If the package a class belongs to can be gathered from the context, the package name may be omitted for brevity.

• Keywords or other elements of textual language such as the Software Case Query Language or SQL are written using typewriter font.

1.3 Related work and relations to other documents

The first issue discussed in this document, the mapping between the requirements of the current and a past software case, relies upon similarity measures which are based on case-based reasoning, information retrieval, graph theory, and description logics. These measures are introduced in deliverable D4.2 [WKB+07], where other related work can be found, too.

The notion of a software case is described by Jedlitschka and Nick in [JN06]. The terminology used in the approach for computing partial software cases as well as its elementary ideas are roughly based on the concept of program slicing introduced in [OO84, Wei84].

Related work leading to the approaches for visualising differences between requirements and partial software cases includes the diff-algorithm [HM76] and the visualisation of ontologies and ontology alignments, e.g. described in [PSH02, LS06].

1.4 Structure of this document

Following this chapter on scope, conventions and guidelines, chapter 2 gives a general introduction on work already done which is relevant for the contents of this document. Further on, it makes central assumptions affecting the scope of following chapters.

Based on a brief summary of the results of deliverable D4.2 [WKB+07], chapter 3 describes the mapping of requirements originating from two different software cases.

While chapter 4 illustrates how requirements from a past software case can be selected in order to reuse them in a current case, chapter 5 introduces the notion of partial software cases which are computed based on this requirements selection.
Chapter 6 deals with the visualisation of the concepts described in previous chapters: differences between requirements and partial software cases. Selected requirements in a software case are considered to be contained within the partial software case they originate.

Finally, Chapter 7 summarises the whole document.

1.5 Usage guidelines

The description of the solution marking mechanism should be used as a book that guides the reader through the basic technologies, ideas and concepts of the solution marking mechanism to mark similar cases in the software case repository. Therefore, this document is mainly intended for members of workpackage 5 of the ReDSeeDS project who are implementing the ReDSeeDS system prototype.

The document could also be useful for advanced ReDSeeDS users who wish to understand the background and main concepts of the marking mechanism.
Chapter 2

Introduction

The fourth work package of the ReDSeeDS project addresses the development of concepts and technologies facilitating the retrieval of software cases or parts thereof. The choice of retrieved artefacts is based on a complete or partial requirement specification given as argument of some query to the repository holding the software cases (see deliverable D4.1.1 [BEK+07]). A query engine has to compare the requirements given as argument of the query to requirements of software cases stored in the repository.

This document deals with the definition of a mechanism for marking the results of a query. These include a mapping between the requirements given in the query, i.e. the requirements of a current software case, and the requirements of a past software case in the software case fact repository. On the basis of this mapping, the differences and commonalities between the requirements specification of the two software cases could be displayed to the user. Thus he is enabled to review and potentially modify the requirements the ReDSeeDS engine has selected for reuse. It is important to understand that such a mapping is binary in nature, i.e. a past software case is mapped to the current software case only. The engine does not establish some kind of relation between past software cases whatsoever.

Following the selection of a set of requirements for reuse, a partial software case has to be computed. A partial software case contains those elements of the architectural, design and code parts of a (complete) software case which are related to the selected requirements and which consequently are candidates for reuse themselves. Once a partial software case has been computed, it also has to be visualised to the user so that he can manually modify it if required.
Chapter 3

Mapping information for solution marking

In this chapter, the results of deliverable D4.2 “Software Case Similarity Measure Definition” [WKB+07] are related to the solution marking mechanism defined in this deliverable.

The first section 3.1 defines the information required by solution marking. Section 3.2 gives a short overview of the similarity calculation algorithms described in detail in deliverable D4.2 and then determines whether the algorithms provide the information needed for the solution marking.

Finally, in Section 3.3 the data structure for the mapping is described.

3.1 Weighted mapping of requirement model elements

In order to support the reuse of past software cases, it is necessary to mark similarities and differences between a retrieved past software case (PC) and the current software case (CC) or a query. The information needed for this marking is a mapping between the elements of the current software case (or query) and a past software case or more generally speaking a mapping between two (partial) RSL requirements models. This mapping should relate an element of one requirement model with an element of the other requirement model if the elements are equal or similar. Elements that cannot be mapped constitute the differences between the models.

The mapping is a relation R over the set of elements of the CC and the set of elements of the PC with a corresponding similarity value. The relation is not functional since one element of the CC may have the same similarity to two elements of the PC. Furthermore, the relation is not
left-total since not all elements of the CC can be mapped to elements of a PC and not right-total for analogical reasons.

Since the mapping defines equal and similar model elements it is obvious to use similarity measures to determine the mapping between two (partial) requirements models. The similarity calculation algorithms described in deliverable D4.2 [WKB⁰⁷⁺] differ in their suitability for this mapping task. The next section first summarises the main characteristics of these similarity calculation algorithms and then motivates which algorithms can be used to determine the mapping.

### 3.2 Information provided by similarity measures

#### 3.2.1 Overview of similarity measures

In ReDSeeDS, an (initial) requirements specification is used to retrieve similar software cases from the fact repository. Thus, a similarity measure is needed that compares a query with the requirements models of Past Software Cases. A query can specify:

- a set of Terms
- a set of DomainElements
- a set of DomainElementPackages
- a complete DomainSpecification
- a set of sentences with associated DomainSpecification
- a set of Requirements with associated DomainSpecification
- a set of RequirementsPackages with associated DomainSpecification
- a complete requirements model (containing a RequirementsSpecification and a DomainSpecification)

Measures that capture the similarity of artefacts have been developed in many research areas and for different types of artefacts. In deliverable D4.2 [WKB⁰⁷⁺] we provided a detailed introduction of similarity measures that are relevant for the ReDSeeDS project, namely measures from the following research areas:
- Information Retrieval (IR),
- Case-based Reasoning (CBR),
- Description Logics (DL) in combination with CBR and
- Graph-based Similarity.

ReDSeeDS supports different types of requirements representations: descriptive representations and model-based representations. Due to the diversity of representations, a combination of similarity measures is needed to compare a query with a software case. The similarity measures have different preconditions and provide different results. Information Retrieval, for example, can be used for any document containing a significant amount of text. However, conventional IR measures only consider the lexicographic similarity of terms or phrases. Graph-based similarity requires querying and cases in a graph representation consistent with a given metamodel, while description logics in our application require query and cases in OWL representation consistent with the RSL metamodel. All measures provide a similarity value, i.e. a number between 0 and 1. Additionally, the graph-based similarity provides a result table that contains matched element pairs and their similarity.

### 3.2.2 Suitability of Similarity Measures for Mapping Calculation

Based on the brief overview of similarity calculation algorithms we now determine which measures provide the mapping information between query elements and elements of past software cases needed by the solution marking.

Information retrieval and CBR do not consider the RSL type of elements (e.g. Notion, Noun, Verb, Actor, etc.) contained in the current software case and a past software case, nor the relationships between these elements. The approaches mainly compare the text contained in the cases. The following two sentences illustrate that this is not sufficient for the solution marking mechanism:
1. *The system displays the print options.*

2. *The user can overview all options on the display.*

A mapping based on these similarity measures would map the Verb *displays* in the first sentence with the SystemElement *display* in the second sentence. Thus, these similarity measures are not appropriate to define a mapping between the elements of a query and a past software case.

The graph-based similarity measure, among other criteria, does consider the RSL type of elements. As stated above the graph-based similarity measure provides a result table with matched element pairs and their similarity. Thus, this algorithm provides the information needed by the solution marking mechanism.

The similarity measure based on description logics does not provide the needed mapping information itself. However, the main goal of *ontology alignment* systems is to provide a mapping between elements belonging to different ontologies and that share the same or a similar semantics [Euz04]. A detailed formal definition of ontology alignment can be found in [Bou05]. In [ES04] the authors define a ontology mapping function as follows:

\[
map : O_{i_1} \rightarrow O_{i_2}
\]

\[
map(e_{i_1j_1}) = e_{i_2j_2}, \text{if } sim(e_{i_1j_1}, e_{i_2j_2}) > t(\text{threshold})
\]

Thus, ontology alignment systems could also be applied to compute the needed mapping information. An extensive overview of tools can be found in [Euz04, ES07].

Figure 3.1 shows the similarity measures. For each measure the table shows which types of artefacts are compared, which input is required and which results are provided. The last row states whether the results provided by each similarity measure are sufficient for the solution marking.

The table in Figure 3.1 shows that two different methods can be applied to determine the mapping information. Independent from the method the mapping information should be stored in the data structure described in the next section.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Elements compared</th>
<th>Input required</th>
<th>Result provided</th>
<th>Suitable for solution marking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information Retrieval / Vector Space Model</td>
<td>text-based documents</td>
<td>vector representation for query and cases</td>
<td>value in [0..1]</td>
<td>lexicographic similarity is not sufficient for the solution marking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural CBR</td>
<td>cases of identical structure (attributes values for the attributes)</td>
<td>case representations possible additionally</td>
<td>value in [0..1]</td>
<td>lexicographic similarity is not sufficient for the solution marking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description Logic</td>
<td>concept definitions that are consistent with RSL TBox</td>
<td>OWL representation of query and cases</td>
<td>value in [0..1]</td>
<td>ontology alignment provides the mapping information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph-based Similarity</td>
<td>graphs of any structure</td>
<td>graph representation of query and cases</td>
<td>value in [0..1]</td>
<td>provides the needed mapping information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.1: Comparison of similarity measures with respect to their application in ReDSeeDS
### 3.3 Data structure for the mapping information

The mapping information consists of three components: the two requirements models that are mapped and a mapping table. This mapping table contains several mappings. A mapping consists of two RSL elements, one from each requirements model and a similarity value (number between 0 and 1).

Thus, the mapping can be described by a small metamodel as depicted in figure 3.2. The whole mapping information is depicted by the class `MappingInformation` which is composed of two `SoftwareCase`s and one `MappingTable`. One of the `SoftwareCase`s contains the RSL `RepresentableElement`s of the query. The other `RepresentableElement`s stem from a past software case stored in the fact repository. The mapping table consists of several `MappingEntry`s, each describing the mapping of one `RepresentableElement` of the query to one `RepresentableElement` of the past software case. Additionally, each `MappingEntry` contains a similarity value, whose most important part is a double value in the interval [0,1]. A more detailed description of the similarity can be found in deliverable 4.2 [WKB+07].

As a design decision, this mapping information is not part of the requirements model itself, but stored separately. The main advantages of this approach are, that the requirements models must not be updated every time a new mapping is computed and that the RSL meta model needs not to be changed. This helps to keep different concerns separate and thus to keep the systems architecture as simple and understandable as possible. There are several alternatives to store the mapping information. For example, a relational database could be used as well as a separate graph or an OWL file. Alternatively, the mapping could be stored as a set of Java mapping objects. As requirements are already stored as graphs in the fact repository, which is JGraLab as decided in deliverable D4.4 [BER+07], there is already a Java object for each requirement in the fact repository. Thus, it seems to be reasonable to use these objects and to create a separate Java class `Mapping`. Instances of this class would have references to two `RepresentableElement` vertices stored in the fact repository, which are in fact Java objects. Hence, no additional technology or separate “mapping repository” is necessary to store the mapping, which is by the way only temporarily needed and therefore needs not to be stored permanently.
Figure 3.2: Data structure for the mapping information between two (partial) RSL requirements models.
Chapter 4

Selection of the requirements set to reuse

The previous chapter has depicted the mapping between requirements elements as a result of the similarity calculation. The focus of this chapter is the selection of the requirements elements that should be reused. Section 4.1 gives a detailed introduction why this selection is necessary, while section 4.2 describes how this set of requirements could be calculated automatically. The last section 4.3 in this chapter explains how the automatic selection can be adjusted.

4.1 General concept

The goal of ReDSeeDS is the reuse of software cases stored in a repository on the basis of the requirements. To reach this goal, requirements of the current software case are compared with the requirements of the stored software cases. One result of this comparison is a similarity mapping which maps at most one requirement of the past software cases to each requirement of the current software case. This mapping is based on the similarity values calculated for the requirements. Each requirement of the current software case is mapped to the most similar one in the past software cases.

In the reuse step, the requirements of the past software cases that are mapped to at most one requirement of the current software case are the starting point for reuse. The parts of the architecture, detailed design and code that are associated to these requirements by traceability links are then computed by the ReDSeeDS engine. These calculated parts are candidates for reuse in the current software case.
Obviously, the number and kind of the artefacts that are candidates for reuse highly depends on the requirements that are part of the mapping. Hence, to get a valuable selection of reuse candidates, the requirements set of the mapping must be of good quality, i.e. match the requirements of the current software case to a maximum degree. To ensure this quality, there are two non-exclusive alternatives. One is a permanent review and improvement of the similarity calculation algorithms. The other is to allow the ReDSeeDS user, i.e. the developer of the current software case, to adjust the set of chosen requirements. On the one hand, the test and improvement of the algorithms can not guarantee that the “right” requirements are mapped in every case. Thus, the manual adjusting of the mapping must be possible. On the other hand, also the manual adjusting may lead to mistakes and a complete manual adjusting will take too much time and human resources. Hence, both alternatives are of great value. The following two sections will describe both alternatives.

4.2 Automatic selection of the requirements set

The introduction has already explained why an automatic selection of the requirements to reuse is necessary. This section will describe the details of the selection. One result of a query to the fact repository formulated in the Software Case Query Language (SCQL) is a mapping between the requirements of past software cases stored in the repository and the requirements of the current software case. The set of requirements that is the starting point for reuse of a past software cases corresponds to the requirements that are part of this mapping. To only get the artefacts that are of a reasonable value for reuse, it is necessary to only include the requirements with a sufficient similarity to one of the requirements of the current software case in this set.

To reach this goal, an internal threshold is chosen which ensures that only the requirements that are of a reasonable value for reuse are selected. To specify an exact value for this threshold, further experiments with the ReDSeeDS prototype are needed. It is not sufficient to fix the threshold to, say, 0.5, for there are two problems with the threshold value. On the one hand, there is no possibility to reuse something if there are no requirements that have a similarity which is greater than the threshold. This will lead to the development of a completely new software case without reusing anything. On the other hand, if all requirements are selected for reuse, there are too many artefacts that should be reused, but have no real value for the current software case. Thus, the threshold value should be a result of detailed experiments with the ReDSeeDS prototype.

It is possible that these experiments show that a fixed threshold value is not sufficient. Instead of this, a dynamic threshold depending on the number and similarities of the requirements may
be needed. Which algorithm is used to calculate such a threshold can only be guessed at this point in the course of the ReDSeeDS project, especially as it is not clear if it is necessary at all. Thus, the calculation algorithm can only be a result of detailed experiments with the ReDSeeDS prototype.

As described in chapter 3 of deliverable 4.1.1 [BEK+07], SCQL supports the specification of a threshold value by the ReDSeeDS user. This value is used to filter complete software cases, i.e. to use only the requirements of software cases that have a minimum similarity to the query. This is useful since the reuse of large parts of a small number of software cases probably needs less effort than the reuse of small parts of a great number of software cases. Besides this usage, the threshold specification of SCQL could possibly be used to specify the threshold for the requirements selection. Probably it is not sufficient to use the same threshold value for software case search and requirements selection, but the SCQL-threshold could be used as one input of an automatic adjusting of the threshold for the requirements selection.

As a third alternative, the user should be able to specify a separate threshold for the requirements selection. It should be possible to define such a threshold globally in the ReDSeeDS tool for all requirement selections as well as separately for each selection. The definition for the current selection should override the global setting and the global setting should override the internal threshold definition as well as the automatic threshold calculation.

### 4.3 Manual adjusting of the requirements set

Whereas the previous section has depicted the possibilities of adjusting the set of requirements to reuse by (semi)automatic mechanisms, this section explains which possibilities a ReDSeeDS user should have to change the selection of the requirements to reuse. As mentioned above, the automatic selection of the requirements and the selection intended by the ReDSeeDS user may differ, independently of the quality of the selection algorithms. Thus, the ReDSeeDS user must be able to change the selection, e.g. remove or add requirements from or to the selected set.

To allow the user to change the requirement selection, the list of selected requirements must be presented to the user. One possible variant is to display a tree view of the requirements and the packages the requirements are grouped in. To display the selected requirements and to allow modifications of the selection, each requirement should be displayed with a checkbox in front of it. For convenience, also the requirements packages should be displayed with a checkbox. By checking or unchecking such a checkbox, the user can (de)select the requirement or all the requirements in the package, respectively.
The screenshot in figure 4.1 shows how such a presentation of requirements may look like. The requirements that are checked are included in the set of requirements that should be reused. Further, also all requirements in checked packages are included in the set to reuse.

By default, the selection in this view should represent the automatic selection described in section 4.2. After the user has adjusted the automatic selection to fit his needs, the reuse of the software artefacts connected to the selected requirements by traceability links starts. The first step that is performed to reuse the artefacts is the computation of the partial software case. This step is described in the next chapter in detail.
Chapter 5

Partial software cases

The previous chapter deals with the selection of a set of requirements of a past software case which are eligible for reuse in a current software case. This selection can be done either manually, automatically on the basis of calculated similarities measures between requirements of the current case and the past case, or by a combination thereof.

This chapter deals with partial software cases, also called slices. A slice denotes those parts of a complete software case which are, generally speaking, somehow related to a particular set of elements of that software case, the slicing criterion. These relationships are recorded by traceability links. In the context of ReDSeeDS, the slicing criterion corresponds to the selected set of requirements. Consequently, the elements of a partial past software case are candidates for reuse in the current software case.

Section details the notion of partial software cases more specifically. Section gives information on how to compute such a slice starting from a selected set of requirements. The last section of this chapter contains an example of a partial software case and its computation.

5.1 Notion of partial software cases

A naive top-level representation schema for software cases would be to link requirements and other software artefacts that compose a software case according to the refinement during the software development process. Artefacts can be requirements (R), architectural items (A), design items (D) and code items (C) which are part of the R-A-D-C 'abstraction levels'. To allow software artefacts to be part of several partial software cases, many-to-many relation-
Figure 5.1: The entirety of all artefacts composes the whole software case. As an example, the highlighted artefacts are part of a partial software case. Arrows constitute traceability links between the artefacts.

Figure 5.1: The entirety of all artefacts composes the whole software case. As an example, the highlighted artefacts are part of a partial software case. Arrows constitute traceability links between the artefacts.

Looking at a whole software system using a kind of reusable software case view, i.e., R-A-D-C traceability links from requirements over architecture item, detailed design item to code item, this could show (1) rather hierarchical R-A-D-C traceability links or (2) rather 'Spaghetti' R-A-D-C traceability links (see figure 5.2). We expect that the hierarchical traceability links make the reused parts better maintainable because each partial software case could be replaced without affecting another reused partial software case. With the 'Spaghetti' traceability links, the replacement of the software case for one requirement would affect overlapping partial software cases, e.g., an overlap in the code would lead to a conflict because two cases require different versions or variants of the same code item. Although the first variant would be the ideal case in reality an architectural artefact has to fulfil more than one requirement. The same statement can be applied to code artefacts. As a result, like in figure 5.1, one artefact of one level can have multiple traceability links to the next level. This across-the-level relationships are called 'inter-level' traceability links. 'Intra-level' traceability links are between artefacts on the same level.
Modifications (defect removal, improvements, adaptation) lead to issues of variants and versions. This means that software cases will overlap regarding the software artefacts they consist of. Like in software product lines, reusable software cases will have parts that they share (commonalities) and parts where they are different (variations). If the problem of versions and variants was to be addressed, a version/variant relationship on reusable software case would be needed. Furthermore, a version/variant relationship on the artefact types (requirements, architecture item, detailed design item, code) would be needed as well. Such a version/variant relationship has to be able to describe (1) chains of versions, (2) branches by variants, and (3) merges of variants. The chains require 1:1 relationship. While the branches require a 1:n relationship, the mergers require n:1 relationships.

In ReDSeeDS this version/variant problem is not addressed.

5.2 Computation of partial software cases

This section deals with the computation of a partial software case. This activity is also called slicing (of a complete software case). Analogously, a partial software case can be referred to as a slice.

The term “slicing” stems from the concept of program slicing introduced by Weiser in [Wei84]. Given a so-called slicing criterion in the shape of a distinguished program statement and a set of variables used in the program, the original program slicing approach intends to find those statements prior to the one specified in the slicing criterion which influence the value of at least one variable in the set. It can be said that program parts which are not needed for computing the values of the variables are “sliced away”. This is comparable to the slicing of software cases in ReDSeeDS, where only reuseable parts of the case shall be extracted.
In the context of ReDSeeDS, a slice is computed on the basis of a set of previously selected requirements. Analogous to program slicing, the basis of a slice, i.e. the set of elements of a past software case similar to a set of elements of the current software case, is also called slicing criterion henceforth. However, the approach given below allows for slicing criteria to include arbitrary parts of a software case. It is not restricted to requirements only.

The slicing approach is presented incrementally. Section 5.2.1 describes the basic principles of the approach, which solely rely on the existence of traceability links interconnecting the various elements of a software case. Each of the following sections adds a layer of complexity. Section 5.2.2 specifies the treatment of nesting relationships, e.g. how to deal with a class which is a member of a package included in a slice. In section 5.2.3 the different types of traceability links are included in the approach. Section 5.2.4 considers other structures such as generalisation/specialisation relationships which are not traceability links, but which play an important role, too. Section 5.2.5 gives a summary of the slicing approach. Finally, 5.2.6 describes the usage of GReQL, the query language integrated with the prospective repository technology JGraLab, for slicing software cases.

5.2.1 Basic principles

Disregarding the type of traceability links, a slice includes all software case elements reachable from the starting criterion by traversing of traceability links. Given a set of requirements as slicing criterion, this approach is supposed to find elements on other abstraction levels satisfying or implementing these requirements. However, without further restrictions, other requirements, which are also satisfied or implemented by the thus found architecture, design, or code elements, would be yielded, too. Moreover, slices could get too large or even encompass the complete software case. Therefore, the following heuristic is introduced: starting from the slicing criterion, each boundary between two abstraction levels of the software case may be crossed only once, i.e. at least one path between two arbitrary elements in the slice must contain at most one inter-level traceability link connecting the same two abstraction levels. More precisely, referring to the link types defined in deliverable D3.2 [KSC+07], such a path must contain at most one link of types SCL :: IsAllocatedTo or SCL :: Satisfies and at most one link of type SCL :: Implements. The same is true for links of type Dependencies :: Abstraction originating from the Software Development Specification Language, which includes UML. See figure 5.3 for an illustration: although the black element on the requirements level is reachable from the slicing criterion, it is not included in the slice.
5.2.2 Taking into account nesting relationships

Employing the slicing approach described in section 5.2.1 only elements reachable via traceability links from the slicing criterion are included in the slice. If another element is nested within an element reachable that way, it is not included unless it is reachable by traceability links itself. Therefore, the slicing approach also has to consider such nesting relationships, e.g. packages or classes (which contain attributes and operations). Of course, transitive nesting relationships are eligible, too.

Often, but not always, nested structures are recognisable by the use of compositions in the meta model of the Software Case Language. One exception is, for instance, a Feature in UML, which is part of the SDSL. Features, e.g. operations, are connected to Classes by simple associations, which in fact possess compositional semantics. Another example are SVOSentences: it’s Phrases acting as Subject or Predicate are connected via a Hyperlink.

Since a comprehensive enumeration of all elements denoting a nesting relationship is beyond the scope of this document, only some examples taken from the SCL meta model are given in table 5.1. For each element in the left column, the right column indicates possible nested elements which are to be included in the slice.
Table 5.1: Examples of nesting relationships to be considered by the slicing approach

5.2.3 Taking into account traceability link types

The slicing approach hitherto described builds a slice by adding every element reachable via traceability links, regardless of the latter’s type. However, links of particular types in SCL must not be traversed due to their semantics. Consequently, they are not to be traversed by the slicing algorithm. Other link types may only be traversed in one specific direction. In the following, such constraints applying to traceability link types in SCL are discussed in detail. Table 5.2 summarises the results. See deliverable D3.2 [KSC+07] for the semantics of the different types.

SCL is designed to be extendable. Upon the introduction of further traceability link types, the slicing approach will have to be modified accordingly.

Inter-level link types

Links of these types, including IsAllocatedTo, Satisfies, Implements and Abstraction connect elements from two different abstraction levels. Their semantics can be summarised by “the target element is an abstraction from the source element” (or vice versa for IsAllocatedTo). Thus, they are traversable in both directions. Note that this is not true for links of one of Abstraction’s subtypes, as these denote intra-level links (see below).

Requirements-level link types

The intra-level links on the requirements abstraction level can be separated into two categories: links between arbitrary Requirements and links only used in conjunction with a RSLUseCase.
Links between two arbitrary Requirements:

- **ConflictsWith**: Links of this type shall not be traversed for building the slice. Actually, the existence of such a link could indicate an inconsistency in the software case.

- **Constrains**: If the slice already comprises the target Requirement, the source Requirement shall also be included. The source Requirement may impose a restriction for the reusability of elements satisfying or implementing the target Requirement.

- **DependsOn**: If the slice already comprises the source Requirement, the target Requirement shall also be included. The elements satisfying or implementing the target Requirement may be needed by those satisfying or implementing the source Requirement.

- **DerivesFrom**: Similar to DependsOn.

- **Elaborates**: Similar to DependsOn.

- **IsSimilarTo**: Links of this type are traversable in both directions.

- **MakesPossible**: If the slice already comprises the target Requirement, the source Requirement shall also be included. The elements satisfying or implementing the source Requirement may be needed by those satisfying or implementing the target Requirement.

- **Operationalizes**: Similar to MakesPossible.

Links involving at least one RSLUseCase:

- **Fulfils**: Links of this type are traversable in both directions.

- **InvocationRelationship**: If the slice already comprises the source RSLUseCase, the target RSLUseCase shall also be included. The elements satisfying or implementing the target RSLUseCase may be needed by those satisfying or implementing the source RSLUseCase.

- **Participation**: These links between an Actor and a RSLUseCase shall not be traversed for building the slice. An Actor possibly participates in many RSLUseCases which are not related to each other. Incorporating these links would thus lead to very large slices.

- **Usage**: Similar to Participation.
### Table 5.2: Traceability link types considered in slicing approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abstraction Level</th>
<th>Link type</th>
<th>Possible direction(s) of traversal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Inter-level)</td>
<td>IsAllocatedTo</td>
<td>both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Satisfies</td>
<td>both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abstraction (without subtypes)</td>
<td>both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Implements</td>
<td>both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements</td>
<td>ConflictsWith</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Constrains</td>
<td>source ← target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DependsOn</td>
<td>source ← target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DerivesFrom</td>
<td>source ← target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elaborates</td>
<td>source ← target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IsSimilarTo</td>
<td>both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MakesPossible</td>
<td>source ← target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operationalizes</td>
<td>source ← target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture &amp;</td>
<td>Fulfils</td>
<td>both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>InvocationRelationship</td>
<td>source → target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participation</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Usage</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dependency (without Abstractions)</td>
<td>client → supplier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Realization</td>
<td>client → supplier</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Architecture- and design-level link types**

- **Dependency**: If the slice already comprises the client *NamedElement*, the supplier *NamedElement* shall also be included. The supplier *NamedElement* is needed by the client *NamedElement*. Note that this is not true for links of Dependency’s Abstraction subtype, as these denote inter-level links (see above).

- **Realization**: If the slice already comprises the client *NamedElement*, the supplier *NamedElement* shall also be included. The supplier *NamedElement* is implemented by the client *NamedElement*.

**5.2.4 Taking into account other structures**

Besides traceability links and nesting relationships, there are other structures which have to be taken into account by the slicing approach. For instance, a Generalization relationship between two *Classifiers* denotes that the specialised classifier inherits the properties of the generalised classifier. Thus, if a slice comprises the former, the latter has to be included, too.

As with nesting relationships, a comprehensive overview would be out of scope in this document. Therefore, table 5.3 only contains some examples.
5.2.5 Summary of the slicing approach

This section summarises the various aspects of the slicing approach presented in sections 5.2.1 to 5.2.4.

First, a slicing criterion containing one or more elements of a software case has to be selected. It constitutes the basis for computing the slice, i.e. the slice will contain all elements of a software case which are related to the slicing criterion. In ReDSeeDS, the slicing criterion will be a set of elements from the requirements level of a past software case which is similar to a requirements specification of a current software case.

Starting from the slicing criterion, the slice contains all elements reachable by traversing

- nesting relationships between elements exemplified in table 5.1
- traceability links as given in table 5.2 and
- other relationships as exemplified in table 5.3

Furthermore, the heuristic on traversing a specific inter-level traceability link only once has to be obeyed (see also section 5.2.1).

5.2.6 Computation using GReQL

The slicing approach described in sections 5.2.1 to 5.2.5 operates on the abstract syntax graphs of software cases and suggests traversal as a means of accessing their elements.

Table 5.3: Other structures considered in slicing approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abstraction Level</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Possible direction(s) of traversal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architecture &amp;</td>
<td>Generalisation</td>
<td>specific → general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>PackageImport</td>
<td>importingNamespace → importedPackage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PackageMerge</td>
<td>receivingPackage → mergedPackage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another structure to be considered is the caller/callee relationship between two methods on the code level.
In the course of the ReDSeeDS project, JGraLab emerged as the technology of choice for the fact repository containing past software cases (see also [BER+07]). It is capable of storing their abstract syntax graphs as TGraphs [EF95] and offers a means to traverse them as needed by the slicing approach. An equally powerful, but more concise way of retrieving information from the repository is querying. Querying can be performed by employing the Graph Repository Query Language (GReQL), which is closely integrated with JGraLab. As an example, consider the following query realising the retrieval of all elements of a software case connected to a slicing criterion via traceability links:

```plaintext
from
   sc : V{Requirement}, v : V{SCLElement}
with
   sc.uid = "Req42" and sc <->{TraceabilityLink}* v
report
   v
end
```

This simple GReQL-query returns all vertices `v` of type SCLElement which are connected to the vertex `sc` of type Requirement with the attribute `uid` set to `Req42`, constituting the slicing criterion.

### 5.3 Sample computation of a partial software case

This section describes an example how to slice a partial software case out of an existing software case. This example arose from a case study from the mobile phones domain: GoPhone – A Software Product Line in the Mobile Phone Domain[1]. Based on a software case for the mobile phone product line “GoPhone Elegance”, which is an advanced device, a further software case is sliced out of it. The “GoPhone Elegance” mobile phone is able to receive and display messages with multiple content (text, pictures, sound). For the partial software case it is assumed that a requirement stating that a user must be able to set the recipient of a SMS message shall be reused. Thus, this requirement serves as slicing criterion.

Table 5.4 shows an excerpt of the software case for the “GoPhone Elegance” for the messaging part only. Table 5.5 describes the partial software case for the “SetSMSRecipient” functionality.

**Requirements**

- **Requirement** HandleEMails: The system must be able to handle e-mails.
- **Requirement** HandleSMSMessages: The system must be able to handle SMS-messages.
- **Requirement** HandleMMSMessages: The system must be able to handle MMS-messages.

**SetSMSRecipient**: The user must be able to set the recipient of a SMS-message.

---

**Architecture**

No architectural relevant information for 'Messaging'

**Design**

see picture 5.4

**Code**

see Listing 5.1

---

**Table 5.4: Excerpt of the software case for the product “GoPhone Elegance”**

Consider that those issues related to multimedia-based message content are not adopted in the new software case.

Figure 5.5 shows an excerpt of the abstract syntax graph for the messaging part of the “GoPhone Elegance” software case, including the partial software case which is sliced from it. Starting from the slicing criterion illustrated by the Requirement with the thick border, the application of the approach described in section 5.2 results in the partial software case indicated by the coloured elements.

---

**Figure 5.4: Design of the GoPhone Elegance messaging functionality**
### Listing 5.1: Code for the messaging functionality of “GoPhone Elegance”

```java
public abstract class Message {

    public final static String SMS = "SMS";
    public final static String MMS = "MMS";
    public final static String EMAIL = "EMS";

    protected String _recipient = "";
    protected String _content = "";
    protected String msgType = null;
    protected int[] maxSize = {0, 0, 0};

    public Message(String msg) {
        for (int i = 0; i <= msg.length(); i++) {
            if (msg.charAt(i) == 'R') {
                int recLength = Integer.parseInt(msg.substring(0, i));
                i++;
                _recipient = msg.substring(i, (i + recLength));
                msg = msg.substring(i + recLength);
                break;
            }
        }

        for (int i = 0; i <= msg.length(); i++) {
            if (msg.charAt(i) == 'C') {
                int conLength = Integer.parseInt(msg.substring(0, i));
                i++;
                _content = msg.substring(i, (i + conLength));
                break;
            }
        }

        public String getRecipient() {
            return _recipient;
        }
        [...]
    }

    public class SMSMessage extends Message {
        public SMSMessage() {
            super();
            msgType = Message.SMS;
            maxSize[0] = 25;
            maxSize[1] = 160;
        }
        [...]
    }

    public class MMSMessage extends Message {
        // Name of the image file.
        private String _image = "";

        public MMSMessage() {
            super();
            msgType = Message.MMS;
            maxSize[0] = 25;
            maxSize[1] = 500;
        }
    }
```
public class EMailMessage extends Message {
    private String _subject = "";
    private Vector _attachmentList = new Vector();

    public EMailMessage() {
        super();
        msgType = Message.EMAIL;
        maxSize[0] = 35;
        maxSize[1] = 70;
        maxSize[2] = 1000;
    }

    [...]
Figure 5.5: Abstract syntax graph for the “GoPhone Elegance” software case excerpt in 5.4 including a partial software case. For the sake of clarity, some elements, e.g. RequirementRepresentations, Operations, etc. are omitted.
**Requirements Package** Messaging

**Requirement** HandleSMSMessages: The system must be able to handle SMS-messages.

**Requirement** SetSMSRecipient: The user must be able to set the recipient of a SMS-message.

**Architecture**
No architectural relevant information for ‘Messaging’

**Design**
see picture 5.6

**Code**
see Listing 5.2

---

**Table 5.5: Partial software case on the basis of the Requirement “SetSMSRecipient”**

**Listing 5.2: Reused Code**

```
public abstract class Message {

    protected String _recipient = ""
    protected String _content = ""
    protected int[] maxSize = {0, 0, 0};

    public Message(String msg) {
        for (int i = 0; i <= msg.length(); i++) {
            if (msg.charAt(i) == 'R') {
                int recLength = Integer.parseInt(msg.substring(0, i));
                i++;
                _recipient = msg.substring(i, (i + recLength));
                msg = msg.substring(i + recLength);
                break;
            }
        }
        for (int i = 0; i <= msg.length(); i++) {
            if (msg.charAt(i) == 'C') {
                int conLength = Integer.parseInt(msg.substring(0, i));
                i++;
                _content = msg.substring(i, (i + conLength));
                break;
            }
        }
    }

    // Other methods...
}
```
public String getRecipient() {
    return _recipient;
}

public class SMSMessage extends Message {
    public SMSMessage() {
        super();
        msgType = Message.SMS;
        maxSize[0] = 25;
        maxSize[1] = 160;
    }
}

[...]
Chapter 6

Visualisation of differences

After the identification of similar requirements in a past software case, these results must be presented to the ReDSeeDS user. More precisely, the requirements specification of the current software and its counterpart in the past software case have to be juxtaposed in order to allow the user to check the outcome of the automatic similarity mapping. Then he could decide on manually discarding requirements from the computed set or on including requirements not yet taken into account.

Based on the final set of requirements selected for reuse, a partial software case has to be computed and its contained elements and relationships presented to the user.

After an introduction to existing visualisation approaches in section 6.1, section 6.2 describes how to visualise differences between requirements. Section 6.3 deals with the visualisation of partial software cases.

6.1 Known approaches

Similarity calculation, its algorithms and visualisation approaches are known at least since the Unix diff-tools in the early 1970s. Since then, various other approaches were published. This section gives an overview about different visualisation strategies rather than about concrete algorithms. Besides the strategy used by the diff tool and its successors to display the difference as a sequence of edit operations, there are also strategies which display the difference in a format more convenient for the user.
6.1.1 Integrated parallel visualisation

One of those approaches is called (integrated) parallel visualisation. Both documents are displayed in a separate view and the differences and similarities are highlighted using different colours. Figure 6.1 shows a small example. The classes named Class1 and Class3 are part of both models while class Class2 is only part of the first model and Class4 is only part of the second model. The colours green and red are used to visualise the elements that are deleted in the right model or that are added in the right model relative to the left model. Another variant of the integrated parallel visualisation is the tabular view. Figure 6.2 shows a small example of the tabular view of the two models depicted in figure 6.1.

![Integrated parallel visualisation](image)

Figure 6.1: Integrated parallel visualisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class1</th>
<th>Class1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>id: int</td>
<td>id: int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name: String</td>
<td>name: String</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x: int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y: int</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>length: int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>size: int</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class1</td>
<td>Class1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>id: int</td>
<td>id: int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name: String</td>
<td>name: String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class2</td>
<td>Class2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x: int</td>
<td>x: int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y: int</td>
<td>y: int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class1</td>
<td>Class1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>id: int</td>
<td>id: int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name: String</td>
<td>name: String</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class4</td>
<td>Class4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>selected: boolean</td>
<td>selected: boolean</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.2: Integrated parallel visualisation in tabular view
6.1.2 List of local differences

A list of local differences can be seen as a mixture of the difference or similarity visualisation using sequences of edit operations and integrated parallel visualisation. Whenever integrated parallel visualisation is not possible or not appropriate for a task, the differences between two models can be visualised using a list of local differences. The list should contain a simple, small, and human-understandable description of the differences which could be supported using small excerpts of the original model. The table in figure 6.3 shows a tabular view of local differences for the example already used above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Cutout</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class2 removed</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Class2" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- x: int</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- y: int</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class4 added</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Class4" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- selected: boolean</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.3: Local difference visualisation in tabular view

6.1.3 Visualisation in a common model

Besides the approaches depicted above, it is also possible to show both models in a common, unified form. Both models are presented as one merged model, differences are highlighted by different colours, for instance red for all elements that are only part of model one and green for all elements that are only part of model two. Figure 6.4 shows an example of a unified view of the two models already depicted above. In contrast to the other two visualisation strategies depicted above, this view needs a very sophisticated merging algorithm, hence it is barely used in practise.
6.1.4 Ontology difference visualisation

As stated in Section 3.2, ontology alignment / mapping tools can be applied to determine the mapping information needed for solution marking. Visualisation of ontologies is an active research field [FSH02, Ker06, Ala03, SNM+02]. However, according to [LS06], only few ontology alignment tools provide a visualisation of their results: OLA [ELTV04], PromptViz [NM03] and their own tool AlViz. The authors point out that the list of matched element pairs provided by most tools is not sufficient for human understanding.

The OLA (OWL Lite Alignment) tool uses a graph-based approach for visualising ontologies. The tool displays two aligned ontologies side by side in order to allow for the comparison of their structures. Thus, this tool uses the integrated parallel visualisation described in Section 6.1.1.

PromptViz is a plug-in for Protégé and visualises differences between different versions of ontologies. The plug-in uses treemaps in order to provide an overview of large ontologies (see Figure 6.5 for an example). Colour is used to mark added, deleted, changed and relocated items.

Like PromptViz, AlViz is a plug-in for Protégé. AlViz provides two types of views for comparing ontologies: J-Trees display the hierarchical structure and small world graphs provide clustering of nodes according to the selected level of detail (see Figure 6.6 for an example). Colour is used in both types of views to represent the similarity of concepts.

---

1http://protege.stanford.edu
6.2 Visualisation of differences between requirements

This section describes the proposed variants for displaying differences between elements of RSL-compliant requirements specifications. Differences can be examined on different levels of abstraction. Section 6.2.1 shows how few past cases can be compared regarding their similarity with the query. Then, Sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3 describe how the use cases of the current case can be compared with use cases from one selected past case. Finally, the comparison on the level of ConstrainedLanguageScenarios is shown in Section 6.2.4. For details on how requirements themselves are visualised see section 4.3. Visualisation of elements dependent on requirements is described in section 6.3.

6.2.1 Comparing similarity of past cases with a query

The result of a query is a list of past cases ordered by similarity values. This overall similarity value is not sufficient for selecting the most appropriate past case(s). Figure 6.7 shows a diagram that allows the ReDSeeDS user to compare few past cases.
Figure 6.6: AlViz provides two different views on each ontology (taken from: [LS06]).

The diagram visualises to which query elements a selected past case is similar and to which not. Examining the diagram, the ReDSeeDS user can for instance easily recognise if two past cases together cover the query elements better than any single case.

6.2.2 Differences between use cases

This section describes proposed variants for displaying differences between a “current” software case (currently edited by a user and used in a query to the repository in a “WHERE” clause - see [BEK+07], p.12) and one retrieved from the software case repository (a “past” one).

During the comparison only use cases, as highly structured and precisely defined requirements, are shown. The similarity display for a use case model presents the current model in form
of a tree with use cases contained in the past software cases attached to the corresponding (in terms of similarity) “current” use cases (see Figure 6.8). Only a subset of “past” use cases matching “current” use cases with a score above the similarity threshold set during the definition of a query is displayed (see [BEK+07], p.14). The similarity score is displayed next to each “past” use case in form of a partially filled horizontal bar (fill-ratio depends on the value of the similarity score) along with a numerical value representing the similarity.

6.2.3 Differences between use cases visualised by scenarios

This section describes how differences between one use case which is represented by an activity diagram and another one which is represented by a couple of sequence diagrams can be visualised. To make it more understandable, the fitness club example is used. The left part of Figure 6.9 illustrates the simplified scenarios of the “Make Reservation” use case of the “past” design. It is described by an activity diagram which outlines the steps for making a reservation. The decision point is used to model different activities depending on the selection of the user. The right part of Figure 6.9 illustrates the scenarios of the “Make Reservation” use case of the
Figure 6.8: UseCase TreeView with similarity indicators. The use cases containing “repo” in their name belong to the past software case from the repository, all other ones come from the current software case.

“current” design. Two Sequence diagrams are used to describe the scenarios. The upper one is equal to the path of the activity diagram for selecting a course. The lower one is equal to the path of the activity diagram for selecting a court. The part of the activity diagram which is not covered by the sequence diagrams is marked red. It is also possible that sequence diagrams exist which are not covered by the activity diagram. In that case, which is not shown in Figure 6.9, the additional sequence diagram can be marked green. It should be clarified that this approach is only an optional visualisation type.

6.2.4 Differences between ConstrainedLanguageScenarios

When one of the “past” use cases attached to a “current” use case is selected, a difference between details of the “current” and the chosen “past” use case is displayed. Only textual scenario representation (ConstrainedLanguageScenario – see [KSS+07]) is used when showing details of the selected use cases’ similarity. For that, coloured diff-like notation is used (see Figure 6.10). The meaning of text-background colours used in this notation is as follows:

- no colouring – information is the same
- yellow colouring – information differs in this part
- red colouring – a sentence or part of a sentence is missing
- green colouring – added a sentence or part of a sentence
ActivityInitial
System provides reservable items
User selects item
System informs user about reserved court number
ActivityFinal
System confirms user’s reservation for the exercise
ActivityFinal
System confirms user’s reservation of the course
ActivityFinal
User provides reservable items()
selects item()
System provides reservable items()
selects item()
Figure 6.9: Illustration of differences between use cases visualised by scenarios
Please note that any of the “current” scenarios can be compared to any of the “past” ones for two selected use cases and displayed using the coloured diff.

To present requirements differences depicted in Figures 6.8 and 6.10 local similarities information is used (see equation 6.1 in [WKB+07]), namely a group of local similarities for requirements.
1. [[n:Customer]] [[v:inserts n:bracelet p: into n:the bracelet reader]].
2. [[n:Customer]] [[v:validates n:bracelet]].
   ==> cond: [[n:bracelet]] valid
3. [[n:Customer]] [[v:opens n:facility gate]].
   ==> cond: timeout not exceeded
4. [[n:Customer]] [[v:passes n:facility gate]]
5. [[n:Customer]] [[v:registers n:facility entry]]
6. [[n:Customer]] [[v:opens n:facility gate]].
   ==> success

1. [[n:Customer]] [[v:inserts n:id card p: into n:the card reader]]
2. [[n:Customer]] [[v:enters n:PIN number]].
3. [[n:Customer]] [[v:validates n:id card]].
   ==> cond: [[n:id card]] valid
4. [[n:Customer]] [[v:grants n:access p: to n:the user]].
5. [[n:System]] [[v:registers n:facility usage]].
   ==> success

Figure 6.10: Example of coloured diff-like display of similarities of ConstrainedLanguageScenario instances for two compared use cases
6.2.5 Differences between requirements

Differences for other requirements types may be visualised in a way similar to the approach presented above, as long as requirements are represented by descriptive representation (textual comparison is used then). Sole textual representation differences are depicted using diff-like display (see sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.4 for details).

6.3 Visualisation of partial software cases

Chapter [5] introduced the notion of partial software cases and a mechanism for slicing a partial software case from a complete software case based on the set of selected requirements. A partial software case is composed of a set of selected requirements together with elements originating from lower layers (architecture, design and code) connected by intra- and inter-layer traceability links. Intra-layer traceability links are a set of elements of the requirement layer, which selected requirements depend on (for example vocabulary elements used inside of selected requirement representation). Inter-layer dependencies are elements of lower layer models which are connected with the selected requirements through traceability links.

Figure [6.11] presents all model layers of a complete software case. Arrows represent inter-layer dependencies of particular model elements. A partial software case is a subset of these elements interconnected through inter- and intra-layer dependencies. Such an amount of information should be visualised in a suitable form, thus giving the ability to navigate through elements of a computed partial software case.

6.3.1 Information which should be visualised

As it was stated earlier that a partial software case is defined through software case model elements and dependencies between them. In order to visualise a partial software case, we have to show all elements of a computed slice together with the dependencies constituting a slice. Such a visualisation should show a slice in the context of the complete software case.

Slice visualisation should allow for browsing and navigating through the elements constituting a slice:

- selected requirements
Figure 6.11: Inter-layer dependencies
• nested elements
• intra- and inter-layer dependencies of selected element
• other related elements not included directly in computed slice

Selected requirements, nested elements and intra- and inter-layer dependencies of selected requirements constitute a minimum slice (computed partial software case). Additionally, direct dependencies of slice elements which are not mandatory but can be useful for reuse should be emphasised. Such elements, which are not included in a computed partial software case, could be manually attached to a slice by the reuse engineer. A minimum slice completed with all directly related elements constitutes a maximum slice. Slice visualisation should visualise all elements of a minimum slice in the context of a complete software case. Additionally, it should emphasise all potential slice elements which could be attached manually to a slice (maximum slice).

6.3.2 Additional information useful for analysing partial software cases

To emphasise the level of complexity of a selected slice, the presented information can be supported by the number of elements and dependencies and other suitable statistics:

• number of nested elements
• number of directly related elements
• number of indirectly related elements
• other statistics

Such additional information should be helpful for estimating the complexity of a partial software case selected for possible reuse.

6.3.3 Idea of 4-tree view

According to previous sections, the main expectation for visualisation of a software case slice (partial software case) is the possibility of viewing the whole slice as a set of related requirements specification items, architecture items, detailed design items and code items (R-A-D-C).
These items can be packages, subpackages and package elements. User of the SC browser, which allows to navigate through the whole SC, should have an opportunity to easily navigate through the all SC artefacts in order to view a computed slice (elements of the slice together with dependencies constituting it) in the context of a complete SC. Taking into account above features, the form of a SC slice visualisation should enable presenting traced elements:

- in the context of all SC elements,
- in the perspective of complete requirements specification, architecture, detailed design and code,
- in nested structures (packages, subpackages),
- with trace/relation type,
- with other information which can be helpful for estimating the complexity of partial software case selected for possible reuse.

To realise all postulates above, the "4-tree View" was introduced as a possible way for slice visualisation. It mixes the tree form for presenting models’ structure with a marking style used for depicting elements specified and linked by traces. The proposed “4-tree View” visualisation is composed of two main parts:

- Artefacts Browser,
- Properties View.

The artefacts Browser is a space where the structure of each (R, A, D, C) artefact can be presented in form of a tree. The user may select artefacts to be shown. There is also the possibility to set an order and a layout of these views. Elements of the slice computed for some requirements item (starting point), as well as other elements which are directly related to slice elements, are distinguished on each lower layer tree view. The type of the element distinction (e.g. different colours) denotes if an element is included in a minimum slice or in a maximum slice (see section 6.3.1). Packages which contain traced elements in any level of nesting should also be marked.

Properties View is a text field containing basic information about the place of the selected element in the SC slice, as well as some additional information which might be helpful in browsing the slice. All this information can be presented in the form of a table. Such a table can contain the following information:
• basic properties

  – source of traceability link (minimum slice)/other dependency (maximum slice) for a selected element with its type,
  – list of targets of traceability links (minimum slice)/other dependencies (maximum slice) for selected elements with their types,

• additional properties

  – number of nested elements,
  – number of traced elements constituting a minimum slice,
  – number of related elements constituting a maximum slice,
  – other statistics.

User should be allowed to select appropriate properties and to set their order.
### Properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of elements in minimum slice</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of elements in maximum slice</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of directly related elements</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of indirectly related elements</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6.13: Slice Visualisation**
The concept of SC slice visualisation is presented in figures 6.12 and 6.13. The main part of figure 6.13 presents the artefacts browser. The starting point of the slice is depicted by a rectangle with thick borderline filled with blue colour. All elements which constitute a minimum slice are marked with a blue rectangle without borderline. A red rectangle without borderline is used for depicting elements which are included in a maximum slice.

Packages which are marked with blue or red rectangles are parts of the slice without their content. A black dot on a package icon means that this particular package contains some packages or child elements which are part of a slice, but the package itself is not.

The text field on the bottom of figure 6.13 is the properties view. This view is a combined list of basic and additional properties listed above. This information describes an element of the slice selected in the artefacts browser. The selected element is depicted by a rectangle with thin borderline filled with dark blue or red colour.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

This document has described the strategies and mechanisms that are used to mark the reusable parts of the software cases stored in the fact repository.

To describe the whole solution marking mechanism, the process is divided into several steps. The starting point for the process is the similarity mapping which is a result of the algorithms defined in deliverable D4.2 “Software Case Similarity Measure”\textsuperscript{[WKB+07]}. The mapping and its relevance for the solution marking mechanism is described in chapter\textsuperscript{3}.

The next step in the process is the selection of the requirements set to reuse. The importance of this step as well as the automatic selection and the interaction with the user is described in chapter\textsuperscript{4}.

Chapter\textsuperscript{5} defines the notion of a partial software case. This is that part of a case that is calculated on base of the requirements selected in the previous step. The calculation of this partial software case, which is also called a slice of a case, is depicted in theory as well as with a small example in this chapter.

As the last step in the solution marking process, the slice is visualised in a human-understandable way. Existing approaches for such kind of visualisation and a proposal for a visualisation in the ReDSeeDS engine are depicted in chapter\textsuperscript{6}.

To sum up, this document provides essential concepts for the development of the ReDSeeDS engine which is to be developed in workpackage 5 of the ReDSeeDS project.
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